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NADH:ubiquinone oxidoreductase (complex I) plays a central role
in the respiratory electron transport chain by coupling the transfer
of electrons from NADH to ubiquinone to the creation of the
proton gradient across the membrane necessary for ATP synthesis.
Here the atomistic details of electronic wiring of all Fe/S clusters in
complex I are revealed by using the tunneling current theory and
computer simulations; both density functional theory and semi-
empirical electronic structure methods were used to examine anti-
ferromagnetically coupled spin states and corresponding tunneling
wave functions. Distinct electron tunneling pathways between
neighboring Fe/S clusters are identified; the pathways primarily
consist of two cysteine ligands and one additional key residue. In-
ternal water between protein subunits is identified as an essential
mediator enhancing the overall electron transfer rate by almost
three orders of magnitude to achieve a physiologically significant
value. The identified key residues are further characterized by sen-
sitivity of electron transfer rates to their mutations, examined in
simulations, and their conservation among complex I homologues.
The unusual electronic structure properties of Fe4S4 clusters in com-
plex I explain their remarkable efficiency of electron transfer.
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NADH:ubiquinone oxidoreductase (complex I) is a large
L-shaped membrane-bound enzyme involved in cellular re-

spiration that catalyzes the oxidation of NADH and the reduction
of ubiquinone in mitochondria and respiring bacteria (1–3). This
reaction involves the transfer of electrons over approximately
90 Å from NADH bound to the hydrophilic domain to ubiqui-
none in or near the hydrophobic membrane-bound domain of
complex I (4). In turn, the reaction provides the driving force
for translocation of four protons across the membrane, thus gen-
erating, in part, the proton gradient necessary for ATP synthesis
(5). Complex I defects are the cause of several neurodegenerative
diseases including Parkinson disease, Alzheimer’s disease, and
Huntington disease (6).

The transfer of electrons from NADH to ubiquinone is facili-
tated by flavin mononucleotide (FMN), two binuclear (2Fe-2S)
iron-sulfur clusters (N1a and N1b), and six tetranuclear (4Fe-4S)
iron-sulfur clusters (N3, N4, N5, N6a, N6b, and N2) (Fig. 1A).
NADH, a two-electron donor, initially passes both electrons,
as hydride, to the FMN cofactor. From FMN one electron enters
a transport chain leading to the ubiquinone-binding site; the sec-
ond electron enters a side path to N1a that appears to serve as a
control mechanism to prevent generation of superoxide ions (4).

The crystal structure of hydrophilic domain of complex I from
Thermus thermophilus was reported in 2006 (4), and recently the
whole architecture of the enzyme has been revealed (7); however,
until now, the atomistic details of electron transfer along the
chain of Fe/S metal clusters have remained unknown. Recently,
a hopping (stepwise) electron transfer (ET) mechanism involving
aromatic amino acids has been proposed (8) to explain the high
overall transport rate (estimated as ∼170 s−1 in refs. 9 and 10 and
∼104 s−1 in ref. 11). However, in that study, the internal water has
not been taken into account, whereas it is known that water in
proteins is capable of accelerating electron transfer (12–15). In
this paper we use state-of-the-art electronic structure calculations
to show that the mechanism of electron transfer is quantum
mechanical tunneling, as in the rest of electron transport chain;

the water between subunits of complex I plays the critical role in
mediating electron transport.

Fe/S clusters have unique electronic properties due to the
antiferromagnetically coupled high-spin iron atoms (16–19).
The main feature of such clusters is the exceptionally high quasi
degeneracy of the electronic states, which has its origin in the fi-
vefold degeneracy of the d-orbitals of Fe ions. As a consequence,
many quasi-degenerate electronic states are present within the
energy interval of a few kBT above the ground state and hence
are dynamically accessible. The qualitative energy level diagram
of the reduced ½Fe4S4ðSH3Þ4�3− model cluster shows that the elec-
tronic spin states in fact form a dense quasi continuum (Fig. 1B).
According to the Marcus electron transfer theory (20), such an
unusual electronic structure should have a direct consequence
for the efficiency of electron transfer.

Here we use both density functional theory (DFT) and a
semiempirical electronic structure method, Zerner's intermediate
neglect of differential overlap (ZINDO), to examine the tunnel-
ing pathways and the strength of electronic coupling between
Fe/S clusters in complex I. The method is based on the analysis
of so-called broken-symmetry (BS) states (17) of the donor and
acceptor quasi-continuum “bands” to obtain a dynamically aver-
aged picture.

ZINDO has been successfully applied to simulate the spin
states and the electronic spectra of transition metal complexes
with an accuracy comparable to that of DFT (time-dependent
DFT for spectra) (21–23). The Heisenberg spin Hamiltonian and
the resulting spin states of polynuclear transition metal com-
plexes computed with ZINDO agree well with the experimental
data (24). ZINDO also reproduces the electronic absorption
spectra of mononuclear and binuclear Fe/S clusters (25). ZINDO
has also been extensively used for calculations of electron transfer
in a variety of inorganic and organic systems (26); the method
has an advantage in describing the through-space interactions of
noncovalently bonded protein atoms because of its Slater-type
orbitals (27). The calculated BS ground state of isolated
½Fe4S4ðSCH3Þ4�3− at the ZINDO level with an optimized geome-
try by BS-DFT calculation (28) captures the antiferromagnetic
spin structure with two iron sites spin up and two iron sites spin
down in agreement with the BS-DFTcalculations of ref. 17. The
calculated BS highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO),
which contributes most to the electron tunneling, is a combina-
tion of Fe-Fe σ* and S-S σ*, in agreement with one of the two
spin states coexisting at room temperature (17). Fig. 1 C1 and
C2 shows that both DFT and ZINDO produce similar results,
suggesting the reasonable accuracy of ZINDO, comparable to
that of DFT.

The simulations of electron transfer between redox centers are
based on the tunneling current theory (29, 30), which had been
successfully applied to several systems previously. The theory
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treats many-electron wave functions explicitly by incorporating
both the tunneling electron orbitals and the induced polarization
of core electrons. By assuming single Slater determinant many-
electron wave functions of the donor and acceptor diabatic states,
the donor and acceptor tunneling orbitals that carry the tunneling
electron are obtained as biorthogonal donor and acceptor orbi-
tals with the smallest overlap (29, 31). The rest of the orbitals
undergoing induced polarization in the tunneling transition give
rise to the electronic Franck–Condon factor (30, 31). The calcu-
lations focus on the evaluation of the transition flux between
donor jDi and acceptor jAi electronic states:

~JðrÞ ¼ −ihAj ~̂jðrÞjDi; [1]

where ĵ is the quantum flux operator. The coarse graining of
the flux results in so-called interatomic currents Jab, which de-
scribe the tunneling flux at the atomic level (30). The total current
through a given atom is proportional to the probability that the
tunneling electron passes through it in the tunneling jump from
donor to acceptor (Fig. 2). Tunneling matrix element TDA is
calculated by using the tunneling flux theorem as the total flux
across the dividing plane between the donor and acceptor (see
Fig. S1) (29, 30):

TDA ¼ −ℏ
Z

ðd ~s· ~JÞ: [2]

To simplify computationally intensive all-electron calculations,
a protein-pruning procedure was performed for each pair of
neighboring Fe/S clusters as described in ref. 32. The resulting
pruned systems contain 200–500 atoms. Subsequent BS-ZINDO
calculations give low-lying 1–3 BS states for each Fe/S cluster.
Tunneling calculations are performed for possible pairs of donor
and acceptor BS states.

Results and Discussion
Electron Tunneling Pathways. For different pairs of donor and
acceptor BS states, the tunneling pathways are mainly similar, ex-
cept for some details at the Fe/S clusters themselves. Most typical
tunneling pathways are shown in Fig. 2.

FMN and N3 are both located in subunit Nqo1. The electron
tunnels from FMN to N3 primarily through the δ-methyl group
of 1Leu

402 (the prefix indicates subunit number) with two short
through-space jumps of 2.9 and 2.4 Å. There is a secondary path-

way through the γ-carbon of 1Glu184 with longer through-space
jumps of 2.9 and 3.2 Å. The preference of the pathways is justified
by the total distance of the tunneling trajectory from edge to
edge: The primary path of 7.5 Å is much shorter than the second-
ary path of 13.3 Å.

Clusters N3 and N1b, located in subunit Nqo1 and Nqo3,
respectively, have a center-to-center distance of 14.0 Å. Two
cysteine ligands (1Cys

356 and 1Cys
359) of N3 are connected by

neighboring 1Thr
357 and 1Pro

358 to make a backbone loop
(N3-1Cys

356-1Thr
357-1Pro

358-1Cys
359-N3), with 1Cys

356, 1Thr
357,

and 1Pro
358 exposed to the subunit boundary of Nqo1 and

Nqo3. N1b complex has 3Cys
64 cysteine ligand oriented toward

N3, of which the amide C═O group together with neighboring
3Ala63 and 3Arg65 is facing the subunit boundary. The
tunneling current flows from N3 along the backbone loop of
1Cys

356 → 1Thr
357 → 1Pro

358 → 1Cys
359 back to N3. A part of

the loop current is transmitted from 1Cys
356 and 1Thr

357 to

3Ala63-3Cys64 wire aligned in parallel across the subunit bound-
ary. The main pathway from N3 to N1b is through 1Cys

356 and

3Cys
64 with a 2.8-Å through-space jump.

Clusters N1b and N4 are both located in subunit Nqo3 and
have a 13.5-Å center-to-center distance. Cysteine ligands of
N1b and N4 (3Cys

34 and 3Cys
184) are oriented along the connect-

ing line of N1b and N4 and are spatially contacted. The main elec-
tron tunneling pathway of N1b → N4 is along 3Cys

34 and 3Cys
184

with a 1.9-Å through-space jump.
Clusters N4 and N5 are both located in Nqo3 and have a

12.2-Å center-to-center distance. 3Val232 is located in the middle
of N4 and N5 with two γ-methyl groups oriented toward N4 and
N5 complexes. The main tunneling pathway is through the isopro-
pyl side chain of 3Val232 with two through-space jumps from
N4 to 3Val232 (3.0 Å) and from 3Val232 to N5 (2.2 Å). When
Fe2 (N4) is mainly donating the tunneling electron, there is a
side path along the 3His115 ligand of N5 and the 3Cys

181 ligand
of N4 with a 3.0-Å through-space jump in a destructive quantum
interference.

Clusters N5 and N6a, located in subunits Nqo3 and Nqo9, re-
spectively, have the largest center-to-center distance of 16.8 Å.
N5 has two cysteine (3Cys

119 and 3Cys
122) wires connected by

neighboring 3Pro
120 and 3Thr

121 residues making the same type
of backbone loop (N5-3Cys

119-3Pro
120-3Thr

121-3Cys
122-N5) as

Fig. 1. (A) Crystal structure of the hydrophilic domain of the respiratory complex I from T. thermophilus (4). Cluster N1a is in subunit Nqo2, N3 and FMN in
Nqo1, N1b, N4, N5, and N7 in Nqo3, N6a/b in Nqo9, and N2 in Nqo6. (B) Spin state diagram of the ½Fe4S4ðSCH3Þ4�3− cluster. (See SI Text for details.) The total
3,000 states are grouped by total spin S to 380 clusters overlapping in energy (17). The experimental value of the Heisenberg constant J is 250 cm−1; a few tens
of low-lying states contribute to the electron tunneling. (C1 and C2) HOMO of the ½Fe4S4ðSCH3Þ4�3− BS ground electronic states calculated with DFT (B3LYP) and
ZINDO, respectively.
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with N3. The loop is stabilized by a hydrogen bond between the
carbonyl oxygen of 3Cys

119 and the amide N-H of 3Thr
121. The

main electron tunneling flux from N5 is through 3Cys
119 and

3Pro
120, part of which is reflected back to N5 through 3Thr

121

Fig. 2. Electron tunneling pathways of (A) FMN → N3, (B) N3 → N1b, (C) N1b → N4, (D) N4 → N5a, (E) N5 → N6a, (F) N6a → N6b, (G) N6b → N2, (H) N5 → N6a
with structural water at the protein subunit boundary, (I) N5 → N6a with a 3Pro

120 to Gly mutation, and (J) N4 → N5with a 3Val
232 to Gly mutation. Total atomic

current proportional to the probability that the tunneling electron will pass through a given atom (Jtota ¼ ∑bjJabj∕2) is indicated by red color intensity. Through-
space jumps are indicated by green arrows with distances in angstroms. When multiple paths present, directions of the electron flux in the primary and
secondary paths are marked by solid and dashed arrows, respectively. The arrows and numbers in angstroms are center-to-center distances between the donor
and acceptor clusters.
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and 3Cys
122; the rest is transmitted to 9Cys

56 with a 2.7- or 2.6-Å
through-space jump across the subunit boundary of Nqo3 and
Nqo9. The electron then tunnels through the 9Cys

56 ligand to
reach Fe1(N6a).

Clusters N6a and N6b located in subunit Nqo9 have the closest
distance of 12.1 Å. A cysteine ligand 9Cys

59 of N6a has a spatial
contact with two cysteine ligands (9Cys

104 and 9Cys
63) of N6b.

The 9Cys
108 ligand of N6a is also in contact with the 9Cys

104 ligand
of N6b. In the case when Fe4(N6b) and Fe3(N6b) are mainly
reduced, the primary tunneling pathway from N6a to N6b is
through 9Cys

59 and 9Cys
104 with a 2.0-Å through-space jump with

a minor flux along 9Cys
108 and 9Cys

104. When mainly Fe1(N6b)
accepts the electron, the primary pathway is through 9Cys

59 and

9Cys
63 with a 2.3-Å through-space jump with a significant tunnel-

ing flux along 9Ile
93 in a destructive quantum interference.

Clusters N6b and N2, located in subunits Nqo9 and Nqo6,
respectively, have a distance of 13.7 Å. In this case, the tunneling
electron first makes a 3.2-Å through-space jump from S2 of N6b
to γ-methyl hydrogen of 9Ile

99. The electron then follows the alkyl
chain of 9Ile

99 to the γ-methylene group and makes the second
3.4-Å through-space jump to the 6Cys

140 ligand of N2.
The whole electronic wiring of complex I is obtained by com-

bining tunneling pathways of individual processes, as shown in
Fig. 3. It is clear that specific peptide residues serve as electronic
wires connecting neighboring Fe/S clusters; individual electron
tunneling paths involve up to three protein residues, including
two cysteine ligands and one additional key residue (Table 1). No-
tably, the clusters in the protein are oriented in a specific way—
corner to corner—with Cys ligands mostly pointing toward each
other, which is clearly the most efficient way to transfer electrons
from one cluster to another.

Electron Transfer Rates. The electron transfer rates between the
clusters are calculated by using Marcus’s theory (20)

kET ¼ 2π

ℏ
hTDA

2iffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
4πλkBT

p exp
�
−
ðΔG0 þ λÞ2

4λkBT

�
; [3]

with a generic reorganization energy λ ¼ 0.5 eV (33, 34) and the
driving force ΔG ¼ 0 eV for all processes with an exception of
ΔG ¼ −0.15 eV for N6b → N2 (1, 35). The electronic coupling
matrix elements TDA were calculated as described in SI Text. Dif-
ferent nearly degenerate electronic states are typically localized
differently in the Fe/S cluster because of the antiferromagnetism;
this means that the tunneling orbitals in the core regions are
constantly changing on the time scale of thermal dynamics of
the local protein environment, which is much faster than that
of the slowest electron transfer. The dynamical and statistical

average of the tunneling matrix element (36) is described in terms
of the renormalized valuehTDA

2i.
The averaging procedure reflects the fact that many tunneling

orbitals are statistically mixed in the course of protein dynamics
(see Fig. S2). This averaging helps to rationalize the long-stand-
ing puzzle as to why the electron transfer rates in proteins best
correlate with edge-to-edge distance between redox cofactors
(33, 37); it also explains the efficiency of Fe/S clusters to pass
tunneling electrons along the chain: If there were no mixing of
the electronic states, the incoming and outgoing electrons would
tunnel from the same gateway atom of a cluster, which obviously
is very inefficient because of the additional tunneling distance.

The calculated electronic couplings and the rates are shown in
Table 1. Four electron transfer processes of N1b → N4, N4 → N5,
N6a → N6b, and N6b → N2 are faster than both the reported es-
timates of the total transfer rate: 170 and 104 s−1. However, the
transfer rate of N3 → N1b (∼103 s−1) is slower than the highest
estimate, and N5 → N6a (∼10 s−1) is drastically slower than the
reported rates, which indicates that an important factor is missing
in the model. The pathway analysis shows that the two slowest
processes N5 → N6a and N3 → N1b are controlled by the rate
of electron tunneling across protein subunit boundaries where in-
ternal water molecules should be present (14). In the reported
structure, however, the intervening water is not seen, which sug-
gests its significant mobility.

Enhancement of Electron Transfer Rates due to the Internal Water. To
examine the hypothesis that the internal water at the interface
between the enzyme subunits should facilitate the intersubunit
electron tunneling, the following simulations were performed.
For pairs N3 → N1b, N5 → N6a, and N6b → N2, which involve
intersubunit transfers (Fig. 3), water molecules were placed along
the tunneling pathways at the interface between the subunits; the
structure was optimized by using molecular dynamics simulations.
With water present between the subunits, the tunneling rates
are dramatically increased by two to three orders of magnitude
(Table 1). For the slowest transfer N5 → N6a, along the path
(3Cys

119 → 3Pro
120 → 9Cy

56) (Fig. 2H), the tunneling rate is ac-
celerated to 0.73 × 104 s−1. With this increase, the overall transfer
rate now satisfies a typical physiological requirement (33) and is
roughly equal to a typical electron transfer rate for such distance
(37). With the water included, the overall negative slope of the
distance dependence also becomes close to a typical 1.4 in natural
logarithm (or 0.6 in base 10 logarithm) (Fig. 4); however, without
water, the slope is in the range of 1.8–2.3 (Fig. S3), indicating the
empty spaces in the protein structure (37). The internal water at
the subunit boundaries is therefore an essential mediator for the
efficient electron transfer along the redox chain of complex I. The
calculated enhancement of the ET rate due to the internal water

Table 1. Distances, key residues, couplings hTDA
2i, and calculated rates kET of ET in complex I

Distance, Å Key residues

Pair C-to-C G-to-G Exit Entrance Mediator hTDA
2i, cm−2 kET, s−1

N3 → N1b 14.0 11.0–12.6 1Cys
356

3Cys
64

3Ala
63 4.6 × 10−4ð1.1Þ 1.3 × 103ð2.9 × 106Þ

N1b → N4 13.5 10.6 3Cys
34

3Cys
184 — 2.3 × 10−2 6.4 × 104

N4 → N5 12.2 8.7 — — 3Val
232 9.8 2.8 × 107

N5 → N6a 16.8 14.0 3Cys
119

9Cys
56

3Pro
120 3.2 × 10−6ð2.3 × 10−3Þ 9.1ð7.3 × 103Þ

N6a → N6b 12.1 9.3–11.1 9Cys
59

9Cys
104 — 0.98 2.8 × 106

N6b → N2 13.7 10.5 — 6Cys
140

9Ile
99 5.8 × 10−4ð5.3 × 10−2Þ 1.9 × 104ð1.8 × 106Þ

ðN4 → N5Þ� 12.2 8.7 — — Gly 8.0 × 10−3 2.3 × 104

ðN5 → N6aÞ� 16.8 14.0 3Cys
119

9Cys
56 Gly 4.1 × 10−7ð7.6 × 10−5Þ 1.2ð0.3 × 102Þ

(C-to-C) and (G-to-G) are center-to-center and gateway-to-gateway atom distances, respectively. The gateway atoms are defined as core atoms of Fe/S
clusters that give the largest contribution to the transition. The key residues of the main tunneling path are defined as “exit,” a ligand of the donor,
“entrance,” a ligand of the acceptor, if they participate, and a “mediator,” if there is one. For couplings and rates, the numbers without parentheses are
for the “dry” protein, and the numbers in parentheses are for the protein with structural water included. ðN4 → N5Þ� is for N4 → N5 with a 3Val

232 to
glycine substitution. ðN5 → N6aÞ� is for N5 → N6a with a 3Pro

120 to glycine substitution.
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agrees well with a recent study on the bovine liver cytochrome
b5 (12).

Mutations of Key Residues.The key residues identified in this study
as mediators of electron transfer (Table 1) are remarkably con-
served among different organisms. In the primary sequence
among 11 complex I homologues (see Fig. S4), 3Pro

120 of the
main tunneling pathway connecting N5 and N6a is conserved
with only one exception of Rhodobacter sphaeroides, where it is
replaced by an alanine. 3Pro

120 is an exit of the peptide backbone
loop (N5-3Cys

119-3Pro
120-3Thr

121-3Cys
122-N5) where an electron

is transmitted to 9Cys
56 through water at the protein subunit

boundary. 3Pro
120 is also important to give rigidity to the back-

bone loop, by keeping its pyrrolidine ring near 9Cys
56 in an opti-

mal position for electron transfer. The less significant neighboring
3Thr

121 is not conserved and is replaced by a valine or an isoleu-

cine in other species. The idea is supported by the simulation of a
3Pro

120 to Gly mutant; in this mutant the electron tunneling rate is
decreased from 9.1 to 1.2 s−1 when internal water is not present
and from 7,300 to 30 s−1 when internal water is present (Table 1).
Such a dramatic decrease in the overall electron transfer rate
should be detrimental to the physiological function of complex I.

The electron tunneling of N4 → N5 is unique in that a single
side chain of 3Val232 mediates the tunneling path (Fig. 2D). The
sequence analysis shows that 3Val232 is well conserved except for
Escherichia coli and R. sphaeroides, where 3Val232 is replaced
by a threonine. This substitution, however, is consistent with the
role that this group plays in mediating electron transfer: The
Y-shaped isopropyl side chain of the valine is optimal for extend-
ing two γ-methyl groups for both donor and acceptor complexes,
and the threonine has the same topology with its γ-methyl and
hydroxyl groups. The significance of this side chain is further
validated by the tunneling simulation with 3Val232 replaced with
a glycine, which gives a drastic decrease of the tunneling rate
(Table 1). The calculated tunneling pathway of the mutant
(Fig. 2J) is completely different from the wild type. Because there
is no residue providing a direct path, the electron makes a detour
along 3Cys

230 and the glycine backbone with a much longer 4.1-Å
through-space jump. 3Pro

231 between 3Cys
230 and 3Val232 is found

totally conserved, and its conformational rigidity should be
critical to maintain the optimal position and orientation of the
3Val232 side chain.

The question of whether specific paths or residues were se-
lected for electron transfer in proteins is still vigorously debated
in the literature (34, 37, 38). Calculations on frozen structures
clearly predict localization of the tunneling fluxes to specific
structural elements of the protein. The dynamic fluctuations
are expected to introduce fuzziness to this picture (36, 39);
however, the inhomogeneous nature of the protein matrix still
remains. Overall, there is no doubt that the tunneling barriers
in proteins are not homogeneous and electrons do tunnel along
specific routes in proteins. This inhomogeneity is reflected in
deviations of specific rates from a universal exponential law
(see Fig. S3), indicating that nether a direct through-space dis-
tance between redox sites nor a distance along a specific path
—because several interfering paths may contribute—is a perfect
measure of the distance dependence. Because different side
chains have similar electronic structure, the mutations along
the path do not dramatically change the tunneling rates, unless
they introduce unfavorable empty gaps in the structure along the
paths. These gaps, however, can be occupied by internal water,
which as we have seen can “repair” the tunneling paths. Yet there
is conservation of specific residues along the paths described
above, and whether it was evolutionarily determined or not

Fig. 3. Calculated complete electron tunneling pathways from FMN to
N2 of complex I. The atoms with significant electron tunneling probability
are highlighted with red color intensity corresponding to their total atomic
currents. The dashed lines indicate the subunit boundaries.

Fig. 4. Natural logarithms of the simulated electron transfer rates (in s−1) versus the tunneling distance between gateway atoms (in angstroms). The negative
slope of the least-squares line (solid line) is 1.3. The number is equivalent to 0.56 in base 10 logarithm, reproducing a typical value of 0.6 in proteins (37). On the
right, the tunneling distance is measured along the main path; the negative slope is 0.85. The relatively slow rate for N1b → N4 transfer is because of a 1.9-Å
gap along the path shown in Fig. 2C; the gap may be repaired by an internal water molecule in the protein.
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remains to be examined further. The dynamical aspects including
“gating” should also be addressed in future studies.

Conclusion
The described simulations have revealed the atomistic details of
electron transfer along the whole electron transport chain from
FMN to N2 in respiratory complex I; we have identified the
key residues for electron transfer and demonstrated the essential
role played by internal water at the interface between protein
subunits as a mediator of electron transfer. The internal water
has been shown to accelerate the electron transfer kinetics so
as to achieve the physiologically meaningful rate. It is remarkable
that the most fundamental energy-generating machinery in cells
is based on the wave properties of electrons, which allow for an

efficient transport of energy-carrying particles along the chain of
redox cofactors toward molecular oxygen via quantum tunneling
as demonstrated by this study. Together with the enzyme struc-
ture, this study provides a basis for further detailed characteriza-
tion of the respiratory complex I.

Materials and Methods
The details of electron tunneling calculations, the spin state diagram of
the 4Fe-4S cluster, pruning procedure, BS-ZINDO calculations, dynamical
averaging of the tunneling matrix elements, and multiple sequence align-
ment are described in SI Text.
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